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Helping your Child to Revise



Exams

LAN



Exams

LAN

Wed 26 June 2024 - FINAL CONTINGENCY DAY -Students to 

remain available until this date



Please note that on PM 
exams, you may need to stay 

later.

GCSE Exams

You have had your exam 
timetable already…

If you need another copy, 
your form tutor has been told 
how to get this for you so ask 
them in tutor time!

Highlight your 
exams!



LAN

XL Sessions



Revision Timetable

MMC



● Try and find a quiet space.

● Turn off your phone and devices

● Organise your resources: flash 
cards, study guides, past papers.

● Make yourself a timetable  - what 
you will revise and when.

● Build in breaks for food / drink / 
fresh air.

LAN

Be Organised!



https://youtu.be/97Rs3oDzEtc 

RHA 

Top Tips for Revising

https://youtu.be/97Rs3oDzEtc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=97Rs3oDzEtc


Active recall is key - this is the act of retrieving information from your brain without 
having the information in front of you.

Can you use more active recall techniques rather than focussing on, for instance, 
note taking, highlighting, rearranging the information? 

It’s about putting in the mental effort trying to recall the key information. When you 
repeat this it strengthens the brain’s ability to recall this information.

RHA 

Top Tips for Revising - In Summary



Tip 1
Complete a practice test at the end of the study session.
Write questions for yourself whilst reading the information, at the end of the revision session close your 
book and move away your notes. Now test yourself on the questions you wrote.

Tip 2
Create a fact sheet - put the questions down the left hand side of a piece of A4 paper and answers on 
the right. Cover the answer side and test yourself. This is very good for definitions, dates etc

Tip 3
Make a mind map:
Step 1:  create your mind map using textbooks and notes.
Step 2: reproduce it on a blank piece of paper.
Step 3: repeat the reproducing stage!
This is useful for subjects where you need to write essays or give longer answers.

RHA 

Top Tips for Revising - In Summary



● WE REMEMBER…

●10% of what we read

●20% of what we hear

●30% of what we see

●50% of what we see and hear

●70% of what we discuss with others

●80% of what we personally experience

●95% or what we teach others

LAN
JSC 

Memory



Tip 4
Testing yourself ‘inside your head’. Ask yourself the questions, what topics are the easiest or the hardest?

Tip 5
Talking through with someone else - ask questions of each other, make sure you explain your answer, why 
you think it is correct and how you got to the answer.

Tip 6
Become the teacher - work with someone else and walk them through the topic and then swap over.

Tip 7
Write down everything you can remember on the topic with no notes at all in front of you. Try to break it down into 
subtopics and then compare it with your previous revision notes. Have you missed key facts or got concepts 
wrong? If so these can form the basis for your next revision session.

RHA 

Top Tips for Revising - In Summary



● Mind-maps

● Use post-its of keywords

● Create flash Cards

● Listen to revision podcasts

● Ask family and friends to test you

● Highlight key information on 
worksheets

● Chants/Raps

● Exam questions and mark scheme

● Write your own questions

● Make mnemonics to help you 
remember processes

JSC 

Strategies to Revise



Put the main idea in the 
middle of the page.

Use colours to organize 
your thoughts into 
sections

Images can help you to 
remember the key 
information.

JSC

Mind Map



Create your flashcards of key 
information / key words.

Include pictures / images to 
help you remember the 
information.

Use these to test yourself 
regularly  - or ask friends / 
family to test you.

AOC

Flashcards



Learning
Write a keyword / phrase on one side and the definition / meaning on the other.
Read the cards and test your child/yourself
PIck cards at random to quiz if you can give the definition/keyword without looking at the 
other side

Look, Cover, Write Check
Read the set of keywords
Put them to one side and try to recall the keywords and the definitions
Check them

Grouping
Group the cards into different piles, based on:
● Definitions known
● Definitions unsure
● Definitions unknown

And focus on the unsure and unknown ones
AOCJSC

Flashcards



AOCJSC

Flashcards

Match up
Have keywords and their corresponding definition on different cards
Lay all cards face up, and race/time to see who can correctly match all the pairs up first

Concentration
Have keywords and the corresponding definition on different cards
Lay all cards face down.
Turn cards over 2 at a time, trying to memorise where keywords and definition pairs are
When a player matches a pair of cards, they keep that set

Bingo
Select , 4, 9, 16 keywords from a selection, and fill in on in a square grid
Have the “bingo caller” pick cards at random and read the definition.
Players mark of the keywords from the definitions called
The winner is the first to get all keywords on a line, and then the full house



JSC 

Digital Revision



● All pupils have access to the Google Classroom, for each of their subjects.
● Some subjects will place extra revision resources on here.

JSC 

Google Classroom



● The Macbeth song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
YXPVS-n8-0o

● Parallelogram song 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
Rpkjb4Tx844

Use youtube to find songs on key 
topics – your teachers will be able to 
help you with this.

Listen to the song at different times: 
while you are having breakfast, while 
you are walking home from school, 
while you are tidying your room!

Listen to one of these songs 
– Write down three things 
you can remember.

JSC

Revision through Song

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXPVS-n8-0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXPVS-n8-0o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpkjb4Tx844
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rpkjb4Tx844


You can also learn formulas and ideas through song. 

JSC

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9WGO7dAxjD8


What are they?
How can they be used?

GMAJSC

Easy Guides



MHEJSC 

Revision Guides



Photosynthesis 

Sunlight shines on the leaves.
Cells in all green parts of the plants, but concentrated near the upper surface of the leaf, absorb this 
sunlight.(the parts of the cells that do this are called chloroplasts).
Carbon dioxide is also taken in to the leaves
Water, which has been taken up by the roots, travels up the plant stem/trunk to the leaves.
A chemical reaction happens where the water and carbon dioxide react, using the sunlight’s energy 
to produce water and sugar (glucose).
The oxygen is released through the stomata and the glucose is used as an energy source for the 
plant to power life processes or turned into starch to be stored.

 

RHA
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Using Images to Aid Memory
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Using Images to Aid Memory



Core Subject Quizzes

MMC



English - Quiz

Frankenstein Quiz
Macbeth Quiz

MMC

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/66280a83860aa31b52732597
https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/6628ae6b44e01726c125805d


Science - Quiz

RHA

https://quizizz.com/admin/quiz/637e14888a55ad001d1fbd28?source=quiz_share


Maths - Quiz

Quiz 1

(Quiz 2)

Quiz 3

JSC

https://quizlet.com/476940847/gcse-maths-flash-cards/?i=5t8td7&x=1jqt
https://quizlet.com/202759962/maths-gcse-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/278627877/edexcel-maths-gcse-flash-cards/


Option Subject Tips

LAN



1. Easy guides

2. Flashcards

3. www.knowitallninja.com

Google Classroom Code: yj27667 

ICT - Three Top Tips



1. CGP Revision 
Flash Cards

2. Smart revise

3. Seneca learning

Computer Science - Three Top 
Tips



1. Revision guides

2. Google classroom

3. Quizlet Match & Flashcards
Google Classroom Code: 

Pmhwler - 11A
L3tn6yq - 11C
Xf27w5x - 11D

Enterprise - Three Top Tips



1. Past Papers

2. Revision books

3. Google classroom

Business - Three Top Tips



MFL - Three Top Tips

1. Speaking Easy Guides

2. Writing Easy Guides

3. Reading Easy Guides



GCSE Music - Three Top Tips

1. Keywords Dictionary 

2. Set Work Eduqas

3. Music GCSE Quiz: 
https://resource.download.wjec.co.uk/vtc/2019-20/int19-20_1-5/eduqas/unit01/01-musical-terms.html

https://resource.download.wjec.co.uk/vtc/2019-20/int19-20_1-5/eduqas/unit01/01-musical-terms.html


Drama - Three Top Tips

1. Component 3 Structure

2. Peter Pan Knowledge Organiser

3. “I Love You Mum” Knowledge Organiser



Core Subject Tips

LAN



English - Three Top Tips

1. Knowledge Organisers

2. Language Scaffold Sheet

3. Literature Easy Guides



Science - Three Top Tips

1. Physics Easy Guides

2. Chemistry Easy Guides

3. Biology Easy Guides



Maths - Three Top Tips

1. Past Papers

2. Easy Guides

3. Online Revision Tools

https://www.tiktok.com/@hannahkettlemaths/video/7356594163195874592?lang=en


Exam Rules

LAN



Instructions for Candidates Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sifbrx9_do4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sifbrx9_do4


● Make sure you know your seat number before you enter the exam room.

● No smart watches, mobile phones, Air-Pods/Earphones or any other electrical devices are allowed in the 
exam hall. Please ensure that you have put these away before you enter the sports hall. ** No keys or 
glasses cases** 

● No papers of any description should be brought in.

● There should be no writing on hands. 

● There should be no badges on blazers.

● Once in the exam hall you must remain in silence.

● Remember to bring a clear water bottle and go to the toilet before your exam starts.

● If you have any valuables these should be put in your locker.

Exams - Remember



Summer Exam Rules



Summer Exam Rules



Malpractice



Malpractice



Malpractice



Monday - Revision Timetable/Revision

Tuesday - Science

Wednesday - English

Thursday - Maths

Friday - PSHE/Assembly

Tenacity Takeover

MMC



SECURE YOUR POST 16 OPTION
● Colleges - Some are still accepting applications
● Apprenticeships - vacancies https://www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship 
● Ensure that you attend your interview and accept your offer, you will then 

receive a start date or enrolment slot
● A vast majority of options require certain entry requirements - your offer will 

be conditional, you must meet these requirements - your GCSEs are very 
important

● If you have not applied for your next step or need further help please see the 
Career Adviser Mrs Davey

● Our Pass - https://ourpass.co.uk/ applications open in May, it gives you 
access to free travel around Greater Manchester

RHA

https://www.gov.uk/apply-apprenticeship
https://ourpass.co.uk/
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Any Questions?

Feedback

https://forms.gle/Bn9wRyZqHpMA8V2K8 



Resources and Revision Timetable



Closing Words
Thank you for attending.


